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HEYYYY, I'M JENNA! 

I’m a wedding & lifestyle photographer based out of Dayton, OH. I typically stay around here, but will
travel to surrounding areas. Being a photographer has been my full-time job now for 3+ years. I went
to college and received my Bachelor’s in Speech-Language Pathology. Once I graduated, I started
teaching while still doing photography part-time. I decided that I wanted to dedicate my time and
give full attention to my clients so I stopped teaching. It was a hard decision, but I couldn’t be
happier waking up and getting to do what I love every single day!

I love my job 95% because of all the friendships I have made over the years and a hard 5% because
of the desert table at weddings, hehe. From watching brides get ready in the morning and taking
their first sip of coffee to a groom lacing up his shoes to see his bride for the first time for their first
look. I get to see family members loving on one another and crying during dances. I get to document
you shoving cake into each another’s faces and twerking to Cardi B on the dance floor like it’s the
best night ever…. because it is!

Turning the little moments into big memories is what I do and I am so incredibly thankful for all of my
couples that ask me to be a part of their special day.



INSPO + DETAILS

 

Keep your look on point by using this Pinterest
inpso I have gathered for you! It's helpful to get
a visual to see the vibes of the session tones,
feels, and colors that shoot really well with my
style/lighting/location selection! These are just
for inspo so feel free to wear what makes you

feel most comfortable!

 

LINK TO THE PINETEREST BOARD

Click Here for Pinterest Board

Here are some things to stay away from so that
you can have timeless photos:
- Any large logos on the front of shirt.
- Neon or super bright colors.
- Patterns are ok as long as it's not super busy 

Elevate your session by choosing a bomb
waredrobe...it matters!

https://www.pinterest.com/jfisher10/couples-outfit-inspo/


INSPO + DETAILS CONT.

Details:
Please be on time! Being prompt (try for 5 minutes early)
will make the session go much smoother. If I get behind in
one session it will affect the rest and I want to be able to
chat with all of you!
If you get to your session early and I am still with another
client please wait until I am finished up before heading up
to me! Want to respect everyones time equally!  

1.

2.

Notes for your session: 
I will remind you at the beginning of our shoot, but I'll tell
you again now so you have an idea of what to expect for
our session!

Every session starts out with some movement - you and
your significant other/family walking. This helps get
some jitters out of the way. I shoot mainly candid so this
is a great opportunity for some of those shots as well. If
you have a big family or small kiddos, I try to be quick
with getting posed shots before they lose patience!

If you do have a kiddo, the session will go wayyy
smoother and I'll be able to get their cute personality if
you don't consisntely remind them to look at the camera
and smile. The goal is to be as natural as possible and I
will be sure to guide those moments! 

Most importantly, do not stress. Stressing makes the
session not as fun for everyone. Try to relax and just
enjoy the time together! I do have some couples who will
have a bevarage before their engagement session to
chill out a bit and also make a date of the evening! 

TURNING EVERY LITTLE
MOMENT INTO BIG

MEMORIES!



DETAILS CONT.

Location:
I will pick your location for you! I do not travel for sessions unless we have talked
well in advance. The reason for this is because it takes time to travel, which is
less time that I am able to have doing other sessions. During busy seasons this is
hard as I typically have shoots back to back.
Location will also depend on the time of year. If you book your session a few
months in advance- I will wait to choose exact location once we get a bit closer
so I can see what looks prettiest! 

Weather:

As we all know, Ohio weather is all over the place. :)
If it isn't raining, storming, hailing, or below freezing
we shall proceed! Wind is ok for some sessions, but
I will decide if I feel it will be an issue. I shoot mainly
candid and a fast shutter does wonders! If we have
to reschedule it will be the night before your session
no earlier because again, Ohio weather changes
hourly, haha! 

Cancellations:

If you have to cancel your session, please let me know as soon as possible so that I can adjust
accordingly. I do not do refunds, but I do reschedule. If rescheduling is needed, it must be scheduled
within a year of the original date. The new date will be one that works for both of our schedules. Wait
times may be longer depending on time of year as I schedule sessions well in advance. 

CLICK HERE FOR MY WEBSITE

http://www.jfisherphotography.com/


POST SESSION 

Unfortunately our time has come to an end. :( 2-2.5 weeks after your session, you will recieve an email
from me with a beautiful online gallery! From here you can download individual photos, the entire album,
and order prints from the gallery. 

PRINTING:
There is a shop attached to your gallery where you can order high quality prints, albums, and other
goodies!

DOWNLOADING:
If you want to download the entire album, there is an arrow at the top of the page. Your gallery is only
active for 60 days so please remember to download and back up your images! If you need help with that
click here! If you want to download individual photos, click on the photo and then the arrow!
Please do not screenshot them from the gallery (it makes them blurry) or edit my photos.

TAGGING:
When posting, please remember to tag me! :) Insta: @jennafisherphotography FB: Fisher Photography

https://www.jfisherphotography.com/blog/2019/1/4/you-have-your-photos-now-what-tips-for-backing-up-your-images


Thank you again so much for asking me to be a part of these special memories.
It means more than you know. 


